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Key Findings | February 2022 

Russo-Ukraine Conflict 
Amid ongoing tensions between the Ukraine and Russia in February, Security Service of Ukraine (SSU - Ukrainian equivalent 
to FBI) asserted that Russia is engaging Ukraine in hybrid-warfare. SSU announced it defended and/or neutralized 120 ‘cyber 
attacks’ against Ukraine in January 2022. The agency also communicated that it took down an 18K node mobile botnet in early 
February which was reportedly leveraged for disinformation operations to spread panic among Ukrainian citizenry.   

Figure 1. Ukrainian Government Admonishes Russia – Claims Hybrid 
War-fare, 1 February 2022 (Source: Twitter (@MFA_Ukraine))

On 15 February 2022 several public and private Ukrainian entities (e.g., Ukrainian Ministry of Defense, PrivatBank and 
Oschadbank) were impacted by a series of Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) campaigns.

Figure 2. Loss of Connectivity for PrivatBant, 15 February 2022 (Source: NetBlocks)

Figure 3. Ukrainian Government Admonishes Russia, 15 February 
2022 (Source: Twitter (@DefenceU))

https://ssu.gov.ua/en/novyny/zaiava-sbu-shchodo-proiaviv-hibrydnoi-viiny-v-informatsiinomu-prostori
https://ssu.gov.ua/en/novyny/u-sichni-2022-roku-sbu-zablokuvala-ponad-120-kiberatak-na-ukrainski-orhany-vlady
https://ssu.gov.ua/en/novyny/sbu-likviduvala-18ty-tysiachnu-botofermu-u-lvovi-pid-kuratorstvom-rf-siialy-paniku-ta-minuvaly-obiekty-video
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Multiple sources reported that these attack instances were likely powered by Mirai (Katana variant), along with the use of other 
botnets such as Gafgyt, and Ripperbot. The Mirai source code is publicly available. Katana is not likely applicable to all DDoS 
instances past and present concerning this conflict, as individual actors can invoke a myriad of options (e.g., criminal botnet
 infrastructure) towards executing a DDoS campaign. Mirai is a popular choice and likely most prevalent as of late because it 
primarily infects SOHO (Small Office/Home Office) routers making its sheer volume of attack power even more attractive. 
Additionally, the US National Security Council has also publicly attributed the attacks to infrastructure operated by the Russian 
Military Intelligence Service – GRU.

Figure 4. National Security Council attributes GRU responsible for mid-Feb-
ruary DDoS attacks against Ukraine, 18 February 2022 - Source: Twitter (@ 
WHNSC)

While the US National Security Council has primarily implicated the GRU with involvement in the mid-February attacks, it’s im-
portant to note that, historically, Russia has benefitted from the participation of cybercriminal and partisan threat actors. 

Coinciding with the Russian invasion of Ukraine, at approximately 3am local time Thursday (8pm ET, Wednesday 23 February) 
several key Ukrainian websites were disrupted through a Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attack. Among those reported to 
be impacted were Ukrainian Foreign Ministry, Interior Ministry and Security Services. 

Shortly following public reports of the latest DDoS campaign in February, came additional reports from multiple sources 
signaling that these most-recent disruptive attacks likely coincided with the deployment of HermeticWiper.  Our analysis 
indicates that HermeticWiper is similar to WhisperGate in its goal of destruction, but its design is markedly different. It 
leverages legitimate partition management drivers and a valid code-signing certificate. Fidelis Elevate’s network-based 
detections as well as MDE (Malware Detection Engine), currently detect all publicly known iterations.

BazarLoader 
Cybercriminal threat actors distributing BazarLoader are leveraging a technique involving the malicious use of Dynamic Data 
Exchange (DDE) instructions embedded into Comma-separated Value (CSV) documents. This technique allows threat actors to 
create phishing lure drops without using embedded Macros, and it is specific to Microsoft Office, largely because of how Office 
handles CSV files leveraging the DDE implementations. BazarLoader (aka KEGTAP, Team9 loader) is an active threat since at 
least April 2020, historically associated with intrusions involving TrickBot and CobaltStrike - resulting in execution of 
ransomware such as Conti and Ryuk.

Microsoft announced further mitigative action in February against Macro use in its Office products - disabling all untrusted 
Macros by default. We assess with moderate confidence that such actions have prompted threat actors to adapt their phishing 
lure designs accordingly for the purpose of evasion.

• Abuse of DDE is not new, often serving as a function within malicious macro code, to launch the next stage.
• What is distinct about this approach is the use of a CSV file, which is basically a text-based flat file that would almost

certainly evade many network detection signatures looking for potentially malicious OLE objects or binary streams
embedded in attachments.

To macro or not to macro? Alas, a phishing lure by any other means, still stinks! Regardless of the mechanism of action, the 
threat actor is reliant upon additional operating system components to execute their intrusion chain. This naturally exposes an 
operational vulnerability for the threat actor and a leverage opportunity for the defender. Fidelis Cybersecurity enables our clients 
to defend against the described DDE technique, and we provide additional mitigation options concerning this threat.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/win32/dataxchg/about-dynamic-data-exchange
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/win32/dataxchg/about-dynamic-data-exchange
https://www.wired.com/story/microsoft-disables-macros-default-security-phishing/
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Figure 5. Dynamic Analysis of BazarLoader Dropper - Source: AnyRun (Public Instance)

In this specific instance (Figure 5 above) we observe a familiar technique - a call to Windows Management Interface – WMIC. 
EXE (invoked through DDE) from Microsoft Excel, launching the next phase of the intrusion (e.g., PowerShell scriptlet) which 
facilitates the download and execution of BazarLoader. We assert that process relationship chains involving Microsoft Office 
applications and WMI are a strong basis (one of many) for applied mitigation, and we implement such protections regularly for 
our clients.

Additionally, threat actors attempted to further obfuscate their BazarLoader payload by referencing it as a JPG image file. Yet 
another evasion technique intended to skirt detection through disguise of an innocuous or ubiquitous filetype, but it exposes an 
additional opportunity for the defender. 

As we can see (Figure 6 below), the content of the request (picture.jpg) is written as a raw byte stream into a DLL using a simple 
PowerShell method and it’s executed using Rundll32 - also not normal in the context of standard user behavior.

Figure 6. Static Analysis of Encoded PowerShell (Source: Fidelis Cybersecurity)

• Fidelis Cybersecurity enables defenders to slam the adversary on the deck, by incorporating network detections for files
on the wire that don’t match extension to content/structure.

• We also enable defenders to pin their opponents by detecting several methods for anomalous use of Rundll32 on their
endpoints.

BazarLoader supports the operations of the ruthless ransomware operators behind Conti and Ryuk; advanced persistent 
cybercriminal threats associated with Trickbot (UNC1878 - Mandiant). This adversary gives no quarter, historically 
targeting the healthcare and emergency services sectors during the height of the pandemic. This is yet another example of 
how Fidelis Cybersecurity Detection and Response capabilities enable out clients to protect themselves against 
BazarLoader and similar threats they face on a daily basis.

https://www.reuters.com/technology/fbi-says-conti-ransomware-gang-has-hit-16-us-health-emergency-networks-2021-05-21/
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Conti Leaks 
At the close of February, Conti ransomware threatened retaliation against any entities that mount cyber-attacks against 
Russia. In immediate response, a purposefully public leak of several years’ worth of internal chats, BitCoin wallet addresses, 
and transaction details were distributed by an unattributed entity operating the Twitter handle @Contileaks. While initially 
described to be a disgruntled Ukrainian Conti affiliate, there are conflicting reports attributing the entity behind the Twitter 
handle. Regardless, Fidelis Cybersecurity has collected all relevant leaks for analysis and development of product 
enhancements including detection for our clients.

Figure 7. ContiLeaks persona (Source: Twitter(@ContiLeaks))
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Metrics | February 2022
Malware
Fidelis Cybersecurity enabled clients to defend their networks from 287K+ instances of malicious and potentially malicious 
software (includes Adware/Bloatware) based on our telemetry in February 2022.

High Severity
Fidelis Cybersecurity helped clients defend their networks from 283K+ malware threats of high severity (e.g., 
Ransomware, Trojans, Backdoors, Exploit Kits, Loaders, Droppers) encountered in February 2022. The following are the 
top malware variants (by volume) that Fidelis Cybersecurity detected through telemetry for that same month:
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[1] Andromeda
• A modular Trojan; active since at least 2011.
• Also identified as Gamarue or Wauchos.
• Primarily used as a loader for other malware, including ransomware.
• There is likely a ‘cracked’ builder in circulation for v2.06.

[2] H-worm
• Context; active in the wild since at least 20XX.
• Visual Basic Script-based RAT; authored by ‘Houdini’
• Alleged connection to njRAT and njW0rm through actor ‘njq8’
• Historically observed in regional attacks against the energy sector (MENA – Middle East/North Africa).

[3] njRAT
• Remote Access Trojan (RAT); active in the wild since at least 2012.
• Also identified as Bladabindi; use historically associated with Southwest Asian state-sponsored actors (e.g.,

Gorgon Group, APT41, Transparent Tribe).
• Likely to be many derivative variants in circulation (various source code leaks).

[4] Chanitor
• Downloader; active in the wild since at least 2013.
• Also identified as Hancitor; historically associated to threats such as Pony and Vawtrak.
• Commonly delivered through phishing (e.g., GoogleDoc Links & DocuSign/Invoice Themes).

[5] Rbot
• Also known as Ruby IRC Bot; open source and active since at least 2004 (17 years).
• Extensible and modular, this IRC bot also has included plugins for legitimate activities (e.g., rss, twitter, imdb,

translations, weather, notifications, and games)
• Commonly abused as a base for malicious IRC bot design; IRC bots were some of the first remote access trojans

– emerging in the late 90’s and early 2000’s.
• At its height in 2007, the Rbot network was measured at approx. 40,000 active nodes per 24-hour period -

historically abused for DDoS and Spam/Phishing campaigns.
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Vulnerabilities
Our tailored and community integrated detections helped clients to orient and respond to over 9K+ critical vulnerability 
exploitation attempts across 71 distinct vulnerabilities targeted in February 2022. Leading the pack for exploitation attempts in 
February was CVE-2021-26858, a primary vulnerability underpinning the infamous ProxyLogon exploitation chain.

Figure 8. Critical Vulnerability Exploitation Activity for February 2022 (Source: Fidelis Telemetry)

Active Exploitation 
We continue to observe significant exploitation activity for much older vulnerabilities indicating that threat actors will continue taking 
advantage of opportunities to exploit these unpatched vulnerabilities. Vulnerabilities in user-software such as Microsoft Office 
provide a unique opportunity for threat actors to gain a foothold, when network perimeter posture is hardened.  The following 
vulnerabilities represent 86% of the observed vulnera-bility exploitation attempts for February 2022:

CVE-2021-26858 (Microsoft Exchange - Remote Code Execution) 
CVE-2021-26858 accounted for approximately 53% of the observed vulnerability exploitation attempts for February 2022. 
This vulnerability is most likely to be leveraged by threat actors in the ‘ProxyLogon’ exploitation chain against vulnerable 
on-premise Microsoft Exchange servers.

CVE-2017-11826 (Microsoft Exchange - Remote Code Execution) 
CVE-2017-11826 accounted for approximately 22% of the observed vulnerability exploitation attempts for January 2021. A 
memory corruption vulnerability which allows for RCE. Impacts Microsoft Office 2010, Share-Point Enterprise Server 2010, 
SharePoint Server 2010, Web Applications, Office Web Apps Server 2010 and 2013, Word Viewer, Word 2007, 2010, 2013 
and 2016, Word Automation Services, and Office Online Server. Most likely to be leveraged by threat actors delivering 
phishing lures or remote file uploads, wherein the adversary submits the maliciously crafted document to a vulnerable 
server.

CVE-2017-0199 (Microsoft Office/Wordpad – Remote Code Execution) 
CVE-2017-0199 accounted for approximately 5% of the observed vulnerability ex-ploitation attempts for February 2022. 
This vulnerability allows remote attackers to execute arbitrary code against Microsoft Office and Wordpad (Microsoft Office 
2007 SP3, Microsoft Office 2010 SP2, Microsoft Office 2013 SP1, Microsoft Office 2016, Microsoft Windows Vista SP2, 
Windows Server 2008 SP2, Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8.1) and is mostly likely to be leveraged by threat actors delivering 
phishing lures. 

CVE-2012-0158 (Microsoft Common Controls – Remote Code Execution)
CVE-2012-0158 accounted for approximately 4% of the observed vulnerability exploitation attempts for February 2022. 
Impacts Microsoft Office 2003 SP3, 2007 SP2 and SP3, and 2010 Gold and SP1; Office 2003 Web Components SP3; SQL 
Server 2000 SP4, 2005 SP4, and 2008 SP2, SP3, and R2; BizTalk Server 2002 SP1; Commerce Server 2002 SP4, 2007 
SP2, and 2009 Gold and R2; Visual FoxPro 8.0 SP1 and 9.0 SP2; and Visual Basic 6.0 Runtime. Most likely to be 
leveraged by threat actors delivering phishing lures or remote file uploads, wherein the adversary submits the maliciously 
crafted document to a vulnerable server.
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CVE-2015-1641 (Microsoft Office – Remote Code Execution) 
CVE-2015-1641 accounted for approximately 2% of the observed vulnerability exploitation attempts for February 2022. 
Impacts Microsoft Word 2007 SP3, Office 2010 SP2, Word 2010 SP2, Word 2013 SP1, Word 2013 RT SP1, Word for Mac 
2011, Office Compatibility Pack SP3, Word Automation Services on SharePoint Server 2010 SP2 and 2013 SP1, and Office 
Web Apps Server 2010 SP2 and 2013 SP1. Most likely to be leveraged by threat actors delivering phishing lures or remote 
file uploads, wherein the adversary submits the maliciously crafted document to a vulnerable server.

Emerging
The following (weighted) emerging vulnerability threats this period, derived from our proprietary vulnerability tracking and scoring 
system – enhanced with context. 

[1] CVE-2021-44142 (Samba – Remote Code Execution)

CVE-2021-44142 impacts Samba vfs_fruit module (version prior to 4.13.17 and 4.14.12 and 4.15.5). Remote attacker with 
write access to extended file attributes can potentially execute arbitrary code within privilege context of SMB daemon 
(typically root). An adversary would likely leverage this vulnerability for lateral movement. Publicly demonstrated; PoC code 
is available.

[5] CVE-2022-21882 (Win32k – Privilege Escalation)
CVE-2022-21882 can be leveraged to achieve an out of bounds write operation, eventually leading to privilege escalation.
Vulnerability likely to have been originally identified as CVE-2021-1732 and patched by Microsoft on 9 February 2021. The
vulnerability persists, resulting from a newly discovered bypass technique assigned to the current CVE. PoC code for the
previous vulnerability is available.

CVE. PoC

[2] CVE-2022-22620 (Apple Webkit – Remote Code Execution)
CVE-2022-22620 impacts Apple Webkit (Browser Engine in Safari and iOS Browsers) for versions prior to iOS 15.3.1 and
iPadOS 15.3.1, macOS Monterey 12.2.1, and Safari 15.3. An adversary would likely leverage this vulnerability by passing
maliciously crafted web content via SMS to a victim’s phone (or email/Web Browser in the case of Safari).

[3] CVE-2022-24086 (Adobe Commerce – Remote Code Execution)
CVE-2022-24086 impacts Adobe Commerce (Magento) up to and including 2.4.3-p1 and 2.3.7-p2. Exploitation does not
require user interaction and likely leads to arbitrary code execution. Likely under active exploitation in the wild.

[4] CVE-2021-44228 (Log4j2 – Remote Code Execution).
CVE-2021-44228 impacts Log4j2 v2.0beta9 - 2.12.1 and 2.13.0 - 2.15.0. Confirmed active exploitation in the wild by actors
of various sophistication and motivation. PoC code is available.

https://www.zerodayinitiative.com/blog/2022/2/1/cve-2021-44142-details-on-a-samba-code-execution-bug-demonstrated-at-pwn2own-austin
https://gist.github.com/0xsha/0859033e1777490576923a27fbcd23ac
https://packetstormsecurity.com/files/165270/Apache-Log4j2-2.14.1-Remote-Code-Execution.html
https://packetstormsecurity.com/files/166169/Win32k-ConsoleControl-Offset-Confusion-Privilege-Escalation.html
https://twitter.com/ptswarm/status/1494240197915123713?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%5Etweetembed%7Ctwterm%5E1494240197915123713%7Ctwgr%5E%7Ctwcon%5Es1_c10&ref_url=https%3A%2F%2Fsecurityaffairs.co%2Fwordpress%2F128144%2Fsecurity%2Fmagento-cve-2022-24086-bug-poc.html
https://packetstormsecurity.com/files/165270/Apache-Log4j2-2.14.1-Remote-Code-Execution.html



